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Figure 1: Helical vortices induced by 180o twisted tapes (the flow is from
right to left): (a) real time visualization at Re = 7.7×104, (b) high speed
camera view at Re = 7.7×104, (c) high speed camera view at Re = 2.5×104,
(d) numerical simulation at Re = 7.7×104.
Twisted tapes are used to induce swirling flow and improve mixing. The
flow induced by a 180o twisted tape with length (pitch) 60 mm and di-
ameter 25.4 mm in a circular pipe was investigated using Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) measurements. Tangential velocity profiles downstream
of the twisted tape swirler were measured at multiple locations along the
pipe axis, across the horizontal diameter of the pipe.
The profiles showed an unexpected transition along the pipe axis from
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regular swirling flow to an apparent counter-rotation near the pipe axis,
and then reverting back to regular swirling flow1. Injecting fine air bub-
bles into the flow showed the existence of two co-rotating helical vortices
superimposed over the main swirling flow[1]. The close proximity of the two
co-rotating vortices creates the local reversing flow at the pipe centerline.
Figure 1(a) shows a real time view of the flow at Re = 7.7×104. The
laser sheet marks the positions of the helical vortices in the cross-section.
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show high speed camera views of the flow at Re =
7.7×104 and Re = 2.5×104, respectively.
A steady state numerical simulation added more details for the complex
flow. Figure 1(d) shows cross-section velocity vectors, low pressure isobar
surfaces and streamlines at Re = 7.7×104.
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